
HOBBY SETS
Hobbyists, both novice and advanced, will find a Badger hobby set perfect for their individual skill level.

Model 250-7

MODEL 350-6 COMPLETE CRAFT SET

Set contains a 350® airbrush with attachable 3/4oz. (22ml) jar, vinyl air hose,Propel™ regulator,
Propel™ can,mixing jar with cover, three reusable stencil designs, two sheets of airbrush paper,
five Air-Tex® colors, one Air-Tex® cleaner, and “how-to” booklet.

MODEL 250-7 BASIC SPRAY GUN HOBBY SET

Set contains a 250® spray gun with attachable 3/4oz. (22ml) jar, vinyl air hose, Propel™
regulator, Propel™ can, mixing jar with cover, three MODELflex® colors, 32 page “how-
to” book, one mixing pipette, and instruction book.

Model 350-6

MODEL 250-5 BASIC SPRAY GUN CRAFT SET

Set contains a 250® spray gun with attached 3/4oz. (22ml) jar, Propel™ can, three Neon fabric paints,
vinyl air hose, Propel™ regulator, five pre-cut stencil designs, and a complete “how-to” instruction
booklet. Great for kids age 8 and up.

ILLUSTRATOR SETS
Whether you are a student, or an experienced airbrush artist, you’ll find these sets ideal. Each set comes with suggested practice lessons to familiarize
you with the airbrush and accessories.

MODEL 100-34 (100-35 AND 100-36)

Set contains 100 G dual action, gravity feed, internal mix airbrush, Recoil™ air hose, seven 1oz. (30ml) Air-Opaque™ colors, one 1oz. (30ml) Air-
Opaque™ cleaner, one roll Foto/Frisket® Film , five sheets  Brite White™ paper, two sheets of Brite White™ printed with geometric shape exercises,
two laser-cut template rulers, cutting knife and instruction book. Model 100-35 same as the 100-34 set, except with 100 SG airbrush. Model 100-36
same as 100-34 except with 100 LG airbrush.

SPECIALTY SETSSPECIALTY SETS

CRAFT SETS
Both beginning and advanced crafters will find a Badger craft set to satisfy their creative desires. Each set contains everything needed to start airbrush-
ing right out of the box.
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TANNING SETS
Get a gorgeous Caribbean Tan...the healthy way without harmful effects from the sun or
tanning booths with Totally Tan™ Water Based Airbrush Tanning.

Totally Tan Airbrush Tanning Set (Stock #22-400) includes:
❊Totally Tan T909 Air Star V Compressor
❊Totally Tan 3000TT Tanning Airbrush

with maximum flow handle
❊Totally Tan Dark DHA Tanning Solution

(32 ounces)
❊Totally Tan Airbrush Cleaner (16 ounces)

❊Two, 2 ounce dispensing bottles and adapters
❊ 10 Foot Recoil Air Hose
❊Totally Tan instruction manual
❊Totally Tan Application Instruction Video
❊Totally Tan Window Poster
❊ 12 Totally Tan Consumer Handouts

MODEL 22-1500 TOTALLY TATTOO AIRBRUSH PAINTING & TATTOOING SYSTEM

Set contains: one Anthem® airbrush, one T909™ Compressor, twelve colors of 4 oz.Totally Tattoo® body paint, twelve FastBlast caps, nine Totally Tattoo®

stencils, sixty application prep pads, one 4 oz. bottle with FastBlast cap, and one recoil air hose.

MODEL 54-3100 COMPLETE SALON TEMPORARY TATTOO,TANNING & NAIL PAINTING KIT

Set contains: one Anthem® airbrush with a quick disconnect, one 3000TT airbrush with quick disconnect, one Vega Nailaire airbrush with quick
disconnect, one T909™ compressor, one eight foot hose with quick disconnect, twelve colors of  4 oz.Totally Tattoo body paint, twelve FastBlast caps,
nine Totally Tattoo® stencils, sixty application prep pads, two 1 oz. bottles of Nail Extender, thirty-two 1 oz. Nail Flair colors, forty-eight nail stencils,
one 1/2 oz. bottle of Nail Flair® top coat, one 4 oz. bottle of Nail Flair cleaner, 1/2 gallon of dark DHA tanning solution, two 2 oz. jars with adapters,
and one tanning application instruction video.


